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Leveraging polypharmacology and regulatory system dynamics to predict drug 

treatment courses for neuroinflammatory illnesses 

 
Discovering novel treatment strategies for complex chronic neuro-inflammatory 

illnesses through traditional discovery pipelines is extremely expensive, carries a high 

probability of failure, and a lengthy cycle time.  Furthermore, it is becoming clear that 

“one target, one treatment” solutions may not be capable of addressing difficult 

conditions. Pharmaceutical compounds are highly sociable molecules, binding to 

multiple biological sites, sometimes beyond their intended targets. This sociability of 

pharmaceutical compounds can lead to adverse drug reactions and side effects that 

may severely hinder their therapeutic effects. However, the process of drug 

repositioning can take advantage of these of-target effects to treat diseases by 

targeting proteins beyond a drugs originally intended scope. Repurposing Food and 

Drug Administration approved drugs offers a cost-effective solution with a 

significantly abbreviated timeline. Furthermore, combining multi-system modeling 

with these bioinformatics techniques can harness the regulatory dynamics of the 

human body to identify robust treatment courses that might produce lasting remission. 

Here it will be discussed how differentially expressed gene modules cross-referenced 

with drug atlas and pharmacogenomic databases can be used to identify targetable 

systems and agents.  Based on theses results it will be discussed how to construct a 

discrete ternary logic representation of signaling networks from physiological and 

biochemical literature to provide a qualitative description of multi-system behavior. 

By exploiting the regulatory dynamics of the resulting models through the application 

of a combinatorial optimization scheme and Monte Carlo simulation, it will be 

discussed how to predict treatment courses that might produce lasting disease 

remission. While the methods presented here can be applied generally, they will be 

discussed in the context of Gulf War Illness, a chronic multi-symptom disorder 

affecting up to one-third of the 700,000 returning veterans of the 1991 Persian Gulf 

War and for which there is no known treatment. 

 
 
 
 
 


